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SIMPLIFIED ARMy PAY

A new print of the Soldiers’ Army pay book is being circulated, which

will contain a concise printed statement showing the pay of all soldiers

below the rank of serjeant whether they are tradesmen or not, or whatever

the length of their service.

This is part of a comprehensive scheme for the simplification of Army

pay, which was mentioned by Sir James Grigg in the House of Commons on

January 19 and put into operation on January 30, 1943.

The pay of soldiers, other than tradesmen and below the rank of

serjeant, has hitherto been made up of basic pay, war pay, increments and

various forms of proficiency pay, each governed by different rules. Under

the new scheme, those sums are consolidated, and every private, or equiv-

alent, will be placed by his Commanding Officer in one of three classes for

pay, according to his military efficiency and service; Increases' for ser-

vice will be automatic, being made according to a ’’pay date" recorded in

the pay book, so that the soldier will know exactly when his next increase

is due. The rates of pay, war pay and proficiency pay of N,C.O’s below the

rank of serjeant have also been consolidated, proficiency pay being included

in the rate on promotion irrespective of service, in recognition of the fact

that selection for promotion implies the attainment of the required

proficiency. The pay of warrant Officers and N.C.O's of the rank of

serjeant and above have also been consolidated by inclusion of war pay*

A simplification in the pay of tradesmen has been effected by reducing
the number of trade groups from five to four, Group E. being eliminated.

With the exception of four trades in Group E, all others will be upgraded
to Group D, and the tradesmen concerned will be automatically transferred, to

Group D, and paid at the higher rates witnout re-testing. Soldiers' mustered

in the four trades which have been abolished will be given six months to

qualify for higher ■ trades ; in the meantime they will retain their present
rates of pay.

The new scheme has involved certain amendments in pay rates, but in

every case these have been to the advantage of the soldier concerned.

Designed to make it more easy for the soldier to understand his exact

settlement, the plan also eases the administrative burdens of Commanding

Officers, simplifies the compilation of pay accounts -and lessens the work

of pay Offices,
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